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Abstract The degradation mechanisms of thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) were investigated in different thermal fatigue
condition in terms of microstructural analyses. The isothermal and cyclic oxidation tests were conducted to atmospheric
plasma sprayed-TBCs on NIMONIC 263 substrates. The delamination occurred by the oxide layer formation at the
interface, the Ni/Cr-based oxide was formed after Al-based oxide layer grew up to ~10 μm in the isothermal condition. In
the cyclic oxidation with dwell time, the failure occurred earlier (500 hr) than in the isothermal oxidation (900 hr) at same
temperature. The thickness of Al-based oxide layer of the delaminated specimen in the cyclic condition was ~4 μm and the
interfacial cracks were observed. The acoustic emission method revealed that the cracks generated during the cooling step.
It was considered that the specimens were prevented from the formation of the Al-based oxide by cooling treatment, and
the degradation mode in the cyclic test was dominantly interfacial cracking by the difference of thermal expansion
coefficients of the coating layers.

Key words Thermal barrier coating, Thermal fatigue condition, Oxide layer growth, Crack propagation, Degradation
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1. Introduction

Thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) are introduced to

metallic materials in gas turbines for power generation

with a trend of improving energy efficiency and/or

decreasing requirements of cooling system [1-4]. Recently,

the required operating temperature of the gas turbines

has been increased to ~1,700
o

C due to the progress of

turbine combustion technologies [5, 6].

In the practical condition of the TBCs, the mismatch

of thermal expansion coefficient between bond coat (BC)

and top coat (TC) layers induces various internal stresses

to the interfacial regions. The growth of thermally grown

oxide (TGO) layer also applied the stresses to the inter-

faces, and stress accumulation and relaxation during the

thermal cycle can result in crack initiation at the inter-

faces and coating failures such as delamination and

spallation [7, 8].

There are many researches to suppress the early fail-

ures and increase the lifetime of the TBCs by improve-

ment of high thermal stability through microstructural

behaviors. Structural design of the coating layers and

composition of the TC and BC have been investigated

for obtain good properties in high temperature [9-11].

Modeling analyses with a finite element method also is

used to expect their degradation behaviors by mathema-

tization of the phenomena in the practical conditions of

the TBCs [12, 13].

To evaluate the lifetime of the coating specimens,

comprehensive studies should be carried out from a

materials design step to an examination of failure mode

by a durability test [14]. Therefore, it is important to

establish the durability test, which considers the practi-

cal condition of the TBCs, and investigate their degrada-

tion behaviors according to the thermal stress-inducing

methods before lifetime prediction and reliability assess-

ment of the TBCs.

In this study, durability testing methods with different

thermal fatigue conditions were designed, and degrada-

tion mode and mechanism of TBCs in each test were

investigated. An isothermal oxidation test (heating and

holding) at chosen temperature and a cyclic oxidation

test (heating and cooling) with a dwell time were con-

ducted to atmospheric plasma sprayed-TBCs on superal-

loy substrates. Failure analyses after the tests were

performed on the basis of microstructural observation to
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identify their degradation mechanisms.

2. Experimental Procedure

NIMONIC 263, which is an air melted nickel-base alloy

with Molybdenum for solid-solution hardening was used

for TBC specimen substrates. The substrates were pro-

cessed as a shape of tensile test specimen, and NiCrAlY

based bond coating was deposited on the substrates with

thickness of ~150 µm by atmospheric plasma spraying

method. 8 wt% Yttria-stabilized zirconia powder [15] was

deposited as top coating layer with thickness of ~300

µm on the bond coated specimen.

The specimens were heated in an electric box furnace

from room temperature to the chosen temperature -

1,050, 1,100, and 1,200
o

C (heating as 5
o

C/min), and

Fig. 1. TBC specimen and testing system: (a) specification of prepared TBC specimens and (b) schematic picture of thermal fatigue
testing machine using electric furnace [14].

Table 1
Summary of durability test results according to thermal fatigue conditions

Temperature (
o

C) Failure time (hr) Failure Mode

Isothermal (Muffle Furnace)
1,050 900

Spallation

1,100 500

1,150 300

Thermal cycling with dwell time
(Cyclic furnace)

80 - 1,050 300~500
(cycles)

Spallation

80 - 1,100 200~300
(cycles)

80 - 1,150 100~200
(cycles)

hold 100, 200, 300, 500, 700, and 900 hr in the isother-

mal oxidation. A schematic picture of testing machine

of the cyclic oxidation with dwell time is shown in Fig.

1 [16]. Cooling system was introduced to induce ther-

mal gradient between the coating surface and the sub-

strate. 1,050, 1,100, and 1,150
o

C were holding temperature

in dwell time, and one cycle was composed of heating/

cooling as 20 min and dwell time as 1 hr with 100, 200,

300, and 500 cycles. The cooling rate was controlled to

maintain the temperature of the coating surface as 80
o

C.

In both tests, the failure of the coating specimens was

determined as delamination of the top coating which is

identified with naked eyes, and the number of speci-

mens was chosen as nine for each condition.

Failure analysis of the TBC specimens after the ther-

mal fatigue tests was conducted through cross-sectional

observation by field-emission scanning electron micros-
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copy (FE-SEM, S-4700, Hitachi) and energy dispersion

spectrum (EDS, EDAX) mapping. Acoustic emission

method was introduced in the cyclic oxidation test to

identify crack formation and propagation in the TBCs

[17]. Acoustic sensors were adhered at both ends of the

specimen, and emission of sound from the specimen

was measured during the heating, holding, and cooling

cycle.

3. Results and Discussion

Results of the durability tests with thermal fatigue

condition are summarized in Table 1. The failure time

of the TBCs in the isothermal condition was 900, 500,

and 300 hr at three different temperature levels - 1,050,

1,100, and 1,150
o

C, respectively. In the case of the cyclic

thermal oxidation with dwell time, the failure time was

300~500, 200~300, and 100~200 hr (cycle) for each

temperature. From these data, it is identified that the

cyclic condition with cooling steps was more severe to

the TBCs than the holding in same temperature.

Fig. 2 and 3 show cross-sections and EDS mapping of

the TBCs after the isothermal oxidation tests, respec-

tively. As shown in Fig. 2(b), (c), and Fig. 3, thermally

grown oxides (TGOs) were formed at the BC and TC

interfacial regions by reactions between oxygen which

infiltrated through the TC layer from air and Al in the BC

layer. The thickness of these oxide layers was increased

as the exposure time increased. The region in Fig. 3(c)

was identified as alumina-based layer generated in the

BC layer, and this oxide layer also was caused by the

infiltrated oxygen which penetrated the BC layer hav-

ing many pores [18, 19]. There was Ni and Cr-based

oxide region after 500 hr of exposure time (in Fig. 3(c)),

and it is expected that this region was also formed by

reaction between Ni/Cr in the BC layer and the infil-

trated oxygen through the TC layer.

Fig. 2. Cross-sections of thermal barrier coating specimens: (a) as-deposited, exposed at isothermal condition of 1,050
o

C for (b) and
(c) 100 hrs, (d) and (e) 500 hrs.
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Cross-sectional images of the TBCs after the cyclic

oxidation with dwell time are shown in Fig. 4. It was

observed that crack originated from the oxide layer to

the TC layer (in Fig. 4(a)) and crack penetrating the Ni/

Cr oxide regions (in Fig. 4(b)) were formed during the

heating and cooling. The crack closed to the oxide layer

and parallel to the TC layer was observed as seen in

Fig. 4(c). It is considered that the cyclic oxidation test

applies the effects of the holding and the heating/cool-

ing steps to the TBC specimens. Therefore, the crack

propagation was similar to that in the isothermal condi-

tion, and the cracks were initiated by changes of internal

stress due to different of thermal expansion coefficients

among the TC, BC layers, and the substrate [20, 21].

Fig. 5 shows changes in thickness of the formed oxide

layer and Al contents in TC according to exposure and

dwell time. A trend in increasing the thickness of the

oxide layer was identified, and the thickness was almost

Fig. 3. EDS element mapping of additional layers after 500 hr at isothermal condition of 1,050
o

C: (a), (b) interfacial, and (c) internal layer.

Fig. 4. Microstructure of thermal barrier coating at thermal cycling with dwell time conditions of 1,050
o

C: (a) crack at TC/BC interface
after 100 cycles, (b) penetrating crack through interface after 200 cycles, and (c) crack in TC after 300 cycles.
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constant over 700 hr in the isothermal condition (Fig.

5(a)). It is reasoned that the oxide layer at early stage

performed a role as a protective coating layer which

suppresses further infiltration of oxygen [22].

As shown in Fig. 5(b), the formed Al-based oxide

grew by consume of Al in the BC layer [23-25], after

the Al contents continuously were decreased until 500 hr

and maintained under 5 at.% over that time. It was reported

that Al is thermodynamically unstable and has the high-

est dissociation pressure among composition elements in

the BC layer (Ni, Cr, and Al) Hence, The Al in the BC

layer formed the oxide layer with the infiltrated oxygen

at first, and the Ni and Cr react with the oxygen and

formed the oxide layer after the depletion of Al in the

BC layer [26, 27]. Unlike the Al-based oxide layer, the

Ni/Cr-based oxide layer has higher brittleness and vol-

ume change by oxidation than the Al oxides so that it

has a negative effect to lifetime of the TBCs [28].

A similar trend of thickness change in the cyclic con-

dition was identified as seen in Fig. 5(c), and the coat-

ing failure was observed at 500 cycles while the Al

content was higher than that at 500 hr in the isothermal

condition (in Fig. 5(d)). This phenomenon can be

explained that the exposure in high temperature was

shorter in the cyclic condition than the isothermal oxida-

tion, and the cooling step reduced the diffusion and

reactivity of Al in the BC layer.

To further understand crack formation and propagation

Fig. 5. Changes in thickness of oxide layer and Al contents in BC with exposure time: (a), (c) in isothermal oxidation test and (b),
(d) at cyclic oxidation with dwell time at 1,050

o

C.

Fig. 6. Results of acoustic emission method according to time
and temperature: (a) volt change and (b) emission events in

cooling step.
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behaviors in the TBCs, the Acoustic Emission method

was carried out to the specimens in the cyclic condition

as shown in Fig. 6. The emissions at regular intervals

were identified, and this means that the microcracks

were formed and propagated through the changes in

internal stresses by volume change with phase transi-

tions in the BC layer around 850 C and the mismatch of

thermal expansion coefficients among the coating lay-

ers under 300
o

C [29, 30].

The degradation mode and mechanism of the TBCs

by each oxidation condition were described in Fig. 7. In

the isothermal condition, the failure of TBCs was caused

by the growth of Al-based oxide at the TC-BC interface,

and cracking occurred at the oxide layer with and the

formation of Ni and Cr-based oxide after the depletion

of Al in the BC layer. The Al-based oxide layer was

also formed during the heating step in the cyclic oxida-

tion with dwell time. The repeated cooling step gener-

ated the thermal expansion mismatch of each coating

layer and suppressed the thermal diffusion of Al in BC

layer.

4. Conclusion

The degradation mode and mechanism of APS-TBCs

were investigated by the durability tests with different

oxidation conditions and the failure analyses. The coat-

ing failure as delamination in the isothermal condition

was caused by the interfacial oxidation at the interfacial

regions, and the Ni/Cr-based oxide layer was formed

after Al in the BC layer was depleted by the reaction

with infiltrated oxygen. In the case of the cyclic oxida-

tion with dwell time, the thickness of the formed oxide

layers was smaller than that in the isothermal condition

in same exposure time. The crack formation and propa-

gation in the interfaces were appeared and they caused

the earlier failure than in the isothermal oxidation. It is

considered that the cooling steps in the cyclic condition

prevented the diffusion of Al, and the crack initiation

and coalescence at the interface of the oxide layers and

the TC layer are main degradation mode by the differ-

ence of thermal expansion coefficients during the heat-

ing and cooling. Further study for measurement of

residual stress changes in the coating layers during ther-

mal oxidation is necessary to improve understanding of

degradation behavior and predict the coating failure and

lifetime of TBCs.
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